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“Making a positive difference in the lives of children.” 
 

 

 

 

 

421 Yoctangee Parkway 

Chillicothe, Ohio 45601-3597 

(740) 702-2287 

 

Department:  ___________CHS Health and Physical Education Department________________  

 

 

Department Goal:  The ENTIRE department commits to working every day to support this 

department goal in every course taught at CHS. 

 

      By the end of each semester course 2012 on, students will have a developed “portfolio/notebook” based 

on current template for course of study per O.D.E. guide lines.  Instruction of lessons will touch on and 

utilize high yield strategies per CCSD directive w/ key concepts provided by the board of education and 

building principal to support the common core classes/OGT while teaching course concepts. 

     The Health and P.E. dept. will pursue an instructional climate to enhance the CHS statement as “The 

Premier Academic Institution in Southeastern OHIO”.  This will be done through use of technology readily 

available and in-line with the common core use of high yield instructional strategies to enhance academics 

across the curriculum.  The department through data programs now available within the district will be able 

to provide in its courses LCAP/OGT (study island, fitness test file, and qtr. test) like data to utilize (baselines 

2012-13) to develop better instructional opportunities and interventions as well as support concepts that aid 

in higher standardized test scores for all subjects far beyond just course conceptual learning/mastery. 

     Lastly as a department the ultimate challenge is to provide through instruction life skills in the realm of 

Health, Fitness and Wellness. So along with all the upcoming baseline numerical data and assessment tools 

to enhance our educational product, the hope is that the department will also foster the following:  To help all 

students develop positive self-esteem and to assist each student in reaching his/her best potential 

(emotionally, intellectually, physically, and socially).  Departmentally I/We want to teach students how to 

live life to the fullest; to face life struggles and strife; to improve their self-worth; how to choose the proper 

path and or get back on the proper path when a wrong turn has occurred; to learn right from wrong and to 

help them grow to become successful citizens wherever life may lead them. 

 

 

Department Weakness(es):  Use data provided. 

 

1. Still developing a more precise cross-curricular link utilizing district data to support core tests for 

graduation. 

2. 2012-13 to be developed a more exact formative/summative testing protocol with useable data to 

enhance educational process. 

3. No standardized data to support or refute Health and P.E. courses as to student growth. Draft mode 

2012-13 and intact 2013-2014. *P.E. will start baseline data collections fall 2012 with a fitness tests 

program with data shown much like that of the old LCAP system. 

4. Need to utilize more our current technology to bring variety to lessons and its mastery.  Also be 

willing to learn and try/play with various technologies to always provide best practices and develop 

21
st
 century skills on more regular bases. 
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Department Strengths:  Use data provided. 

 

1. Utilization of “The Premier Academic Institution in Southeastern Ohio” facilities to develop Health 

and Fitness Skills for life while supporting common core along the way. 

2. Willingness to utilize and implement into lessons Marzanno High Yield Teaching practices. 

3. “Flipping the Classroom” - “Breaking the mold” as to provide the best life-long learning environment 

of subject matter in Health and Fitness. *doing all to start class as would a core subject and then 

making all the necessary adjustments to lead into concepts of course to guide achievement for life of 

health/P.E. content taught.  Health and Fitness is not just Kinesthetic anymore. Education/Teaching 

is/can be classroom centered as well. 

 

Data to Support Department Goal:  Use data provided. 

 

1. 2012 on a first and second qtr. Tests. 

2. 2012 on Pres. Fitness Test records and data analysis charts. 

3. 2013 on developed pre/post unit tests (2x per qtr. principal directive). 

4. 2012 on study island custom material for courses and data from student works within. 

5. 2012 on daily use of a bell-ringer course specific or core data base use of. 

6. 2102 on a portfolio/notebook of life-skills applications to use for life. 

7. *Numerical testable data results 2012-13 as baseline for future years. 

 

Action Plan to reach Department Goal:  How will you achieve this department goal?  What will it look 

like in the classroom on a daily basis? 

 

     How:  Through following the timeline set in place for departments this year to develop, revise and 

analyze results to the test(s) developed this year.  Also to follow O.D.E. guidelines for curriculum and 

assessing as we prep for end of course tests and credit. 

     Daily Look:  Beyond some structural changes for the obvious kinesthetic(s) done the classes will 

resemble a core academic class.  Each class will start with a bell ringer question.  Along with the bell ringer 

will be the topic concept of the day as a further focus to start engaging learning.  This will be followed up 

with a specific teacher lead lesson/instruction.  The lesson will then shift to student opportunity in practice 

application (practice applications to be kept in notebook throughout semester course).  Class will end with a 

reminder of today’s concept and a time for student teacher discussion for clarity before conclusion of class 

on the lesson concept.                                                                                                                                    

***Daily/weekly lessons will include district identified Marzano Strategies in class lessons and assignments.  

To support core curriculum as students develop notebooks through the course department can best help with 

use of quick writes, graphic organizers and vocabulary acquisition skills for standardized tests. 
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Assessing Department Goal:  How will you assess and monitor the likelihood of your department 

achieving the set department goal? 

 

1. Department meetings & coordinators meetings 

2. Data from created tests this year and created study island materials past and present. 

3. Review comprehensive core OGT material for skills to use in conceptual class lessons to enhance and 

support core classes to improve test scores. 

4. Implementation of new O.D.E. – C.O.S. assessment criteria for courses. 

5. Baseline data gotten from all the various test options developed or developing (study island, pres. Fit 

test program, pre/post test and qtr. Test) to accurately develop a growth model for department and the 

school through departmental works and directives given via administration and O.D.E. 

 

5P: Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance 

 

Physical Education 1 

Physical Education 2 

Physical Education 3 (tabled @ moment) 

Health education 
 

 

 

 


